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Do you interested in branding on Internet? Do you look for branding with brilliant results which does
not destroy your budget? Use blog spots! Successful branding is a long process but you can get
attractive effect sooner thanks to revolutionary Pay Per Post system named Posts Genius. Use best
blogs and skillful bloggers for making a positive image of your company, product, website and
brand. Why is Posts Genius so successful?

Branding thanks to paid blog spots

Why are blogs an ideal tool for branding? It is so easy â€“ if respected bloggers write about you on their
frequented blogs so they get a brilliant image for your company, website and brand. That paid blog
spots content thematic backlinks to your website which bring motivated visitors but also get top
search engine positions. Join Posts Genius and get effective branding!

How does campaign make better a prestige of your brand? Step by step

Branding by Posts Genius goes fast and every advertiser can manage it. Results are better than
you can hope now. Look at concrete example how could branding be so easy!

â€¢ register yourself in the system

â€¢ choose  theme of blog spot (positive review for you or critical about your competiton)

â€¢ choose the best blogger or blog (according to PageRank, content etc.)

â€¢ price starts at $5 and advertiser decides how much to pay

â€¢ preferred bloggers are notified and confirm interest

â€¢ blogger write post, publish it on blog and add url-address to the system

â€¢ You confirm a content or approve it

â€¢ if blogger does not meet deadline (7 days) so money are returned to you

â€¢ automatic and repeated checking, easy orders of hundreds of articles

Get a really successfully branding which is so easy and cheap. Try Posts Genius now!
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